A6stract-Genetic programming has been successfully a p plied to evolve computer programs for solving a variety of interesting problems. In the previous work we introduced the breeder genetic programming (BGP) method that has Occam's razor in its fitness measure to evolve minimal size multilayer perceptrons. In this paper we apply the method to synthesis of sigma-pi neural networks. Unlike percep tron architectures, sigma-pi networks use product units as well as summation units to build higher-order terms. The effectiveness of the method is demonstrated on benchmark problems. Simulation results on noisy data suggest that BGP not only improves the generalization performance, it can also accelerate the convergence speed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Genetic programming has been successfully used to evolve computer programs for solving many interesting problems in artificial intelligence and artificial life [4, 16, 18, 191 . Similar to usual genetic algorithms (GAS), genetic programming (GP) starts with a population of randomly generated individuals. Each individual is a program that, when executed, is the candidate solution to the problem. These programs are expressed as parse trees, or LISP S-expressions. Fitness proportionate selection and crossover are used to produce increasingly fitter populations of computer programs.
While most GAS use binary strings of fixed size [9] , GPs use structured representations of variable length. This is important because it is particularly suited to problems in which the optimal underlying structure must be discovered. One problem with the variable length is that the program size may grow without bound. For example, Kinnear [16] reports that all but a very few of evolved solutions to his sorting problems were so large as to defy any human understanding of them. Tackett [29] , in his application of genetic programming to image processing tasks, oberserves that the size and complexity of trees grows without performance improvement.
In the previous work [34, 351 we introduced the breeder genetic programming (BGP) that employs Occam's razor in its fitness measure to evolve optimal or minimal size multilayer perceptrons. We apply here the BGP method to synthesize sigma-pi neural networks. Unlike multilayer perceptrons, sigma-pi networks use product units as well as summation units to build higher-order terms. In section I1 we illustrate the usefulness of higher-order terms and
The authors are with the German National Research Center for Computer Science (GMD), Schloss Birlinghoven, D-53757 Sankt Augustin, Germany. E-mail: {zhang, muehlen}Ogmd.de show how the sigma-pi networks can be used to represent higher-order networks. The representation scheme and the algorithm are described in section 111. Simulation results are reported in section IV, followed by concluding remarks in section V.
SIGMA-PI NEURAL NETWORKS
To motivate the approach, we start with a brief description of multilayer neural networks. Multilayer perceptrons are feedforward networks with one or more layers of nodes between the input and output units. These additional layers contain hidden units that are not directly connected to both the input and output units. The input-output relation of the units is given in these networks by weighted sum of inputs
where wij is the connection weight from unit j to unit i and R(i) denotes the receptive field of unit i. The total input is then transferred to upper layer units by a nonlinear activation function f , e.g. a threshold function:
where 8i is a threshold. A commonly adopted architecture consists of one hidden layer with full connectivity between neighboring layers. This structure has been very successful for many applications. However, they have some wea,knesses:
The full connectivity between layers and often only between neighboring layers try to find a prediction over the full input space. This is not necessarily a good strategy. A particular task might not contain a good predictor for the full input space. but might contain functions capable of good prediction on specified regions of input space. They are especially appropriate to approximating additive functions, since they employ linear combinations of inputs. However, the multilayer perceptrons cannot approximate efficiently if there are high order interactions between the inputs. Adding additional hidden layers may help to extend the representational capacity of the network.
In the previous work [34, 351. we use genetic programming to construct a problem-specific architecture whose 0-7803-1899-4/94 $4.00 01994 IEEE size and depth are adapted flexibly during evolution. The method allows partial connectivity and direct connections between non-neighboring layers to find a parsimonious architecture. In this architecture input units can be connected directly to output units. Although the method turned out to be useful to find parsimonious networks, the simulation results and the analysis of the landscapes suggested that the representation scheme does not scale well on parity-like problems.
To improve the scaling property, we extend in the present work the function set of the genetic programming to include pi-units as well as the sigma-units. While a sigma-unit calculates a sum of weighted inputs, a pi-unit builds a product of weighted inputs:
Here v,j is the connection weight from unit j to unit i and R(i) denotes the receptive field of unit i. The resulting total input is propagated to upper layer units by an activation function chosen depending on applications.
The pi-units has been suggested earlier in the neural network community [5, 6, 271 and employed in polynominal networks [7, 141 and higher-order networks [I, 81. A higher-order neuron of order k has an input-output relation given by where all indices i l l ..., i , in w i r ) i m are assumed to take different values satisfying il < i2 < . . . < i , .
Since the k-th order term consists of a linear weighted sum over k-th order products of inputs, we can rewrite it using pi-units:
where assuming g(u) = U and vi = 1 The higher-order terms can be again used as building blocks which are able to capture a high-order correlational
Figure 1: A n order 4 neuron structure of the data. In particular, by building a sigma unit which has as input various higher-order t;_erms, we can construct a higher-order network of sigma-pi units:
The problem in using higher-order networks is that the number of terms explodes with the problem size; the nuinber of parameters necessary for specifying an order IC neuron is because W~Y : , )~~ have ,C, components. Here n is the t,ot,al number of inputs and nC, are the binomial coefficients. As an example, an order 4 neuron has 24 = 16 parameters as shown in Figure 1 .
To avoid the combinatorial explosion, a method is needed to discover and combine useful terms and to eliminate nonessential terms. The following section describes a genetic programming method designed for these purposes.
EVOLVING SIGMA-PI NETS
In order to evolve problem-specific sigma-pi networks we use the breeder genetic programming (BGP) [35]. Similar to GPs, BGP uses tree representation for individuals. BGP uses, however, ranking-based truncation selection as in the breeder genetic algorithm (BGA) [26] instead of fitnessproportionate selection or tournament selection [a] . Another feature of BGP is its fitness function which uses t,he Occam's razor principle. The truncation selection combined with Occam's razor has been proved useful to balance the accuracy and parsimony of multilayer perceptrons.
The sigma-pi networks are represented as a set of m trees, where m is the number of output units. Each tree has an arbitrary number of subtrees. The grammar for describing the genotype is given in Figure 2 . Figure 3 shows a genotype representation of a sigma-pi network depicted in Figure 4 . Each nonterminal node in the tree represents a sigma or pi unit. The symbol S is used for sigma units and the symbol P for pi units. Each nonterminal has r + 2 arguments. These arguments denote r weights, w l , w2, ..., wr, the threshold Oi of the unit, and the receptive field size r itself. The integer r is chosen randomly and adapted during evolution. Each unit computes the weighted sum or product of r inputs, followed by a threshold function. The sigma unit computes whereas a pi unit evaluates
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In the genotype the weights are represented as separate nodes, denoted by the symbol W. A W-node has two arguments. The first argument denotes weight value w and the second points recursively to other nonterminal units ( S or P ) or an external input. The external input is represented by a symbol X followed by an input index. Thus the terminal set i s {Xl, X2, ..., X n } , where n is the number of input units which is determined by the problem size. The weights and thresholds are allowed to be binary or integer values.
The top-level structure of the BGP algorithm is described in Figure 5 . A new population is generated repeatedly until an acceptable solution is found or the variance of the fitness V(g) falls below a specified limit value Vmin:
where F ( g ) is the average fitness of the individuals in d(g). The algorithm also stops if it reaches the maximum number of generations, gmaz. The weights of a network are trained by a 1oca.l hillclimbing method to each selected parent. Many hillclimbing methods are possible. We use a simple next-ascent hillclimbing procedure: given an individual Bi, a better individual BFew is sought by repeatedly applying the mutation operator to the weights until there is no weight configuration found having better fitness in each sweep through the 
9+-9+1 endwhile end procedure Figure 5 : The top-level structure of the BGP algorithm individual. The sequence of mutation is defined as the depth-first search order.
The mutation operation is performed by replacing the value of a node, ci, of the tree by another, i.e. by finding the class ck of ci and replacing ci by another member c j , j # i in the set Ck. Here the class ck must first be found because not every value (node) can be mutated to arbitrary values. For example, a weight value must be drawn from the set {+l, -1). The thresholds are mutated the same way as the weights. The index for the input units can be mutated by another input index. We also allow a nonterminal symbol S to be mutated by a P and vise versa, i.e. changing the type of neural units. This flexibility ensures that multilayer perceptrons can also be evolved from sigma-pi networks.
The crossover operator adapts the size, depth and receptive field shape of the network architecture. The crossover operation starts with choosing randomly two parents, Bi and Bj, from the mating pool B(g). The nodes in the tree are numbered according to the depth-first search order and crossover sites ci and cj are chosen at random with the following conditions: 1 5 ci 5 Size(Bi) and 1 5 cj 5 Size(Bj). The length Size(Bk) of an individual Bk is defined as the total number of units and weights.
The subtrees of two parent individuals, Bi and Bj , are exchanged at the given crossover points to form two offspring Bi and Bj. The label of the nodes, ci and c j , must belong to the same class, i.e. either both U-type or both W-type nodes. The number of arguments of each operator plays no role because the syntactically correct subtree under the node is completely replaced by another syntactically correct subtree. Here yq denotes the j t h component of the ith desired output vector yi, and oj(zi; W , A) denotes the j t h actual output of the network with the architecture A and the set. of weights W for the ith training input vector xi.
The second term in the fitness function expresses the complexity penalty of the network, often called Occam's razor. The complexity is defined as (15) where W(A) = Cf='=, wi is the number of weights in the network for binary weights. L(A) and U(A) denote the number of layers and units, respectively. The L(A) term penalizes a deep architecture which requires a large execution time after training. The U ( A ) term penalizes a large number of units whose realization is more expensive than weights. Notice that the L(A) term is multiplied by 10 to penalize it more strongly than others. Depending on applications, one may weight three terms differently. C,,,,, is a normalization factor used for the complexity term to be between 0 and 1. In all experiments we set C,,,, = 1000, assuming the problems can be solved by C(W1A) 5 1000.
Notice in equation (13) that the complexity term C( WIA) is divided by N , the number of training examples, to have the complexity term play a minor role in determining the total fitness value of the network. This ensures a small network be preferred to a large network only if both of them achieve a comparable performance. Otherwise, the evolution may not lead to a solution by preferring smaller networks which lack the capacity to learn the training set.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The method was tested on the parity problem. We performed two kinds of experiments separately. In the first, we are interested to know whether the use of product units is effective and, if yes, to what extent. In these experiments, noise-free examples are used. For the second series of experiments, we use noisy data. The generalization performance and the learning speed of different strategies are compared to study the effect of Occam's razor for the construction of sigma-pi networks.
A . Clean Data
The accuracy and convergence speed of sigma-pi networks are studied. We also measured the network complexity in terms of the number of layers, units and connections.
The results are summarized in Table 1 . For these experiments we used noise-free data consisting of 2" examples for problem size n. We performed 10 runs for each problem size. The population was initialized for every indidual to contain sigma and pi units with 50% probability each. The depth of initialized network was limited to 3. The truncation rate was 40%. For each problem size n, we used the population size M = 100n/2 and the maximum generation gmar = 10n. For example, M = 400 and gmar = 80 for n = 8. 
B. Noisy Data
In the second set of experiments we used the parity problem of input size 8. A total of 128 correct examples were generated randomly to get a training set and then noise was inserted to this data by randomly changing the ouput value with 5% probablity. This means, on average, 6 or 7 examples out of 128 have false outputs. The generalization performance of the best solution in each generation was tested by the complete data set of 28 = 256 noise-free examples. Figure 6 shows a typical evolution of the training and generalization error of the best fit sigma-pi networks. In spite of the noise, a good correspondence is observed between learning and generalization performance. Figure 7 shows the corresponding evolution of the complexity of the best fit network in each generation. Notice that the change of network performance is closely related with the change of its complexity.
The performance of the BGP with the fitness function (13) was compared with a method that uses just the error term as the fitness measure, i.e. number of layers number of units number of weights learning accuracy generalization num. evaluations Both methods used the same noisy data of the 8-parity problem. For each method, 10 runs were executed until the 80th generation to observe the training and generalization performance of the solutions. Figure 7 : The evolution of the network size for noisy data of the 8-input parity function. Table 2 shows the average network size found at the 80th generation. The corresponding performance and learning time are shown in the table. The learning time is meaured in millions of evaluations of arithmetic operations associated with calculating activation values of neural units. The results show that applying Occam's razor achieves significantly better performance for this problem. Without Occam's razor the network size increased to an arbitrarily large size, which makes it difficult to find a useful building block to combine. Another advantage of using Occam's ra-zor is the accelerated convergence. In these experiments, the proposed fitness function decreased the network size by approximately four times and the speed-up factor of learning was two.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Necessity and usefulness of higher-order neural networks have been well-known. However the explosively increasing number of terms has hampered the design and training of higher-order networks. The present work shows the potential effectiveness of genetic programming to handle this problem. In particular, we show how the sigma-pi neural networks can represent the higher-order terms and how BGP can be extended to synthesize problem-specific sigmapi networks. We also confirm the usefulness of Occam's razor in genetic programming for the improvement of generalization and convergence speed. Experimental results show that sigma-pi networks solve parity-like problems significantly better than perceptron networks. In another set of experiments, we found that the method can also evolve usual multilayer perceptrons with slightly more costs when the product units are unnecessary for solving the problem.
